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Last yeat when some of us
were "mildly" engaged in a little ole political campaign to
elect a Governor for the great
State of Kentucky I wrote a
few little editorials in favor of
a fellow named Bert Combs. In
one of those editorials I was
somewhat emphatic about the
fact that employees of the State
owed their loyalty to their boss,
who at the time was a fellow by
the name of Lawrence W. Wetherby Wetherby you know, supported Combs and I felt strongly about the fact that if a. fellow worked for a man heecershould expect loyalty
tainly
from his employees
ea Br-o-o-t-t-h -h -v-e-r -r. if that
editorial didn't bring somc loud
wails from a fellow who edits
a paper at Clinton I'm not sitting
here That fellow dusted off the
platitudes about a free country,
a free vote, and freedom of decision He shore set me out for
making such "foolish" statements
about state employees and the
fact that they owed their loyalty to Wetherby.
Now on Tuesday of this week
I had • real good laugh to myself In fact I nearly went into
hysterics with laughter when I
read the wire reports about a
meeting conducted in Frankfort
by a gent by the name of Harry
Lee Waterfield, who was a
candidate for lieutenanogovereor on the opposite ticket from
Mr Combs This fellow Waterfield
disloyalty
encouraged
among State employees 'cause
he needed those there votes.
But different elections, like
different seasons, bring different
shades of sentiment. Looka here
what Mr. Waterfield said in
Frankfort Tuesday, while he was
acting Governor, since Mr.
Chandler is in Atlantic City
making himself available to be
President of these here United
States Course Happy ptomised
he would be governor for four
years if the peepul elected him
Governor . . . but if he wants to
try for another prize its OR
with me . .
Happy's presidential campaign slogan is "Go
Happy. f o r President,
Be
lucky "

•

Did I hear somebody say: "No,
Happy . . we lucky."
But any/wawa) here's what
Waterfield said about "loyal"
State employees. Fact is he didn't
say much, he just waved a club
over their heads.
Said Harry Lee "Unhappy"
Waterfield.
"State employes must "stand
up and be counted," at the Democratic party county conventions Saturday. when the Chandler administration will try to
win control of the party organization in Kentucky.
Waterfield added that. "every
effort will he made to find out
which side." the employes stand
up for whether they are- -for
Chandler, or for the party faction headed by former Gov.
Lawrence Weatherby.
"Those who have been given
the responsibility and jobs ought
to be willing to stand up and be
counted and I hope all will not
be ashamed to be identified as
willing to carry out the administration program."
Waterfield said he would not
attempt to tell the employes
how to vote but added that every effort would be-made 'to find
out which side they stood up
for.
Then comes Representative
Joe Grace, with a statement that
.sounds more like Joe Stalin than
-Joe Grace. Said Joe, one kind or
another:
"An employe who does not
produce will be considered an
enemy, and I can promise wholesale firing of our enemies."
They'll do it. too. There are
enough
weed-cutters on the
Highway Department. to weed
,out the population of China, but
I'm keeping my Confederate
I thank Kentucky
money . .
will be free again some day.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Happy Birthday June 28: Lee
Ella Lowe, Mike Sanders, Mrs.
R. S. Burgess; June 29: Mrs.
Robert Rudolph, Terry Lee Patterson, Henry M. Bethel; June
30: Charlie Stephenson, Mrs.
Donald Mabry, Noel Barnes;
July 1: Betty Jean Grisham,
Mrs. M. Thompson; July 2: Paul
Kenney; July 3: Louise Stalling,
Mrs. E. Z. Mount, Pansey Cook,
Smarty Callahan; July 4: Mrs.
Obit Dision, Mrs Charles Rica,
Pamela Moms, Mrs Ira Dixon.

Pitzer Succeeded By
Harper On The I. C.

'56 SOIL BANK TO
BE DISCUSSED AT
MEETINGS JUNE 28-9
All Farmers, Businessmen
Urged To Be Present To
Get /Vital Information
M. 0. Champion, Chairman of
Fulton County ASC Committee,
stated today attangements had
been made for an educational
meeting on the acreage reserve
part of the 1956 Soil Bank program.
There will only be two Meetings held in Fulton County, this
being Thursday night. Junt 28th
at 7 30 p.m. Cayce High School,
and Friday night June 29th at
7 30 p.m. Cayce High School,
and Friday night June 29th at
7 30 p.m., the County Court
House, Hickman. All agricultural
agencies which include the
County Agent, Soil ConserveService, Fulton County Farm
Bureau. Vocational Agriculture
and any other farm organizations are expected to take a part.
Mr Champion urges that
Bankers, business men and all
farmers who are interested in
obtaining general information
on this program to attend. He
states that it is an impossibility
for the county office to explain
this program to each farmer inHe further stated
dividually
that it was up to each farmer to
decided whether or not he should
participate The time is very
short, therefore, farmers should
acquaint themselves with the
provision of the program as they
effect his operations for 1956

July 20 Final Date
For Program Signing
Fulton County ASC eommittee,
the
announced today that
agreements for participating in
the 1956 acreage reserve part of
the Soil Ralik program had been
received by the county office
He further stated that the office
had bet n instructed that July
20th was the final date for farmers to enter into this agreement
with the county committee. Before agreements can be completde it is necessary that yields be
eatablkshed on every farm in
the, county which has either a
cotton, corn wheat or tobacco
allotment. The county and COM are
committeemen
munity
working on them so that farmers will know in dollars and
cents what to expect out of any
land that is put into the acreage reserve program
Mr. Holly, stated that tthe
county office hoped to be in a
position to begin the signing of
the agreement during the first
week in July.

Rush Creek Club
Plans Tea, July 2
The Rush Creek Homemakers
are having an International Day
Tea at the Ruch Creek Church
Monday, July 2. at 3:00 o'clock
in the afternoon
The speaker will be Miss Carrie Jackson, a retired missionary- to Korea. Her home is Arlington, Kentucky.
Visitors are welcome.

SUPER-DUPER service Station: In fact, that's the name
. . . Super Duper Pipeline, celebrates official opening Saturday
morning out in Highlands. Rill Grooms, owner operator, says
station's 18 pumps makes it largest in 5-State area.

MRS. SALLIE BRANN
IS BURIED SUNDAY
Services for Mrs Sallie Cannon Brann of Water Valley, who
died Friday morning. June 22, at
Haws Memorial Hospital after
being an invalid for the past
three years were held Sunday
afternoon at 2 30. at the old
Primitive Baptist Church at Old
Bethel The Rev. Harry Smith
of Nashville, assisted by the Rev.
officiated
Thedford,
Jimmy
Burial, under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home. was in the
church cemetery. She was 86.
Mrs. Brann leaves her husband, T C Brann of Water Valley; a son. Rayrnan Brann of
Wingo: a brother, R L Cannon
of Fulton: three daughters, Mrs.
Clarence Guy of Milburn, Miss
Myrtle Brann and Miss Tullulah
Brann, both of Water Valley;
three. grandchildren: two greatseveral
grandchildren, and
nieces and nephews
Mrs Brann was born on Dee
21, 1889 in Graves County, the
daughter of the late W L and
Lydia Williams Cannon.

W. Valley, Oakton,
Fulton On Sunday
Gospel Hymn Time
Another veto, good Program
has been planned for the next
presentation if "Gospel Hymn
Time Program`'that will be aired
on WFUL next Sunday afternoon
from 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. Bro. J.
Wesley Richardson is extending
to the many, many friends and
very special invitalisteners 2
tion to be listening in. The program will be as follows: The
Temple Four Quartet. Oakton,
Ky.; Gospel Lights Quartet, Bulab. Ky . will be the guest talent
from 2 00-2- 10 under the direction of Bro Edwin Rowland,
pastor of the Oakton Baptist
Church Bro Rowland is one the
associate directors of Gospel
Hymn Time.
On the next part 230 to 3-00
will be Gospel Hymn Time's own
talent The Temple Trio of Fulton, Ky.
The talent on the last part 3700
to 3 30 will cetrne from the Water Valley Penecostal Church of
Water Valley, Kentucky, Bro.
Wayne Owen, pastor.

Albert S. Pitzer, rules examiner for the Illinois Central
Railroad, and veteran of fifty
years of railroad service, will retire effective June 30. He will
be succeeded by Lexie B. "Lex"
Harper, manager of safety for
the railroad.
Mr. Pitzer jointed the Illinois Central in January, 1906,
as an operator on the old Louisville Division. "From 1913 to
1939, Mr. Pitzer served as telegraph operator, clerk and train
dispatcher at Princeton and Paducah, Ky. He was appointed
thief dispatcher in May, 1945.
In October of the same year he
became trainmaster on the Fulton District. Mr. Pitzer was appointed rules examiner at Chicago on March 1. 1947.
Mr. .Harper entered Illinois
Central service in 1922 as a telegraph operator at Fulton, Ky.
He served in a variety of jobs,
operator, clerk, dispatcher, secretary, and in 1940 came to Chicago as personnel assistant. In
1954, Mr. Harper was appointed
manager of safety at Chicago.

Baptist Girls Camp
Opens On July 2

County Meetings
To Determine Fate
OfDemo Influence
A. political battle -is on in earnest this week between
Governor A. B. Chandler and the team of Senator Earle
C. Clements, former Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby,
and former Lieutenant Governor Emerson (Doc) Beaucamp.
It's mostly

in-fighting--the kind of political warfare
that doesn't show on the surface but is tremendously
important. The prize is nothing less than control of the
party machinery in Kentucky, probably for the next
three years at least.
The outcome may not be evident until the Democratic State
Convention in Louisville July
3rd, but it will be largely determined by what happens
Saturday at county conventions
over the state. The county conventions will choose the delegates to the District and State
Conventions July 3rd — a n d
which in turn will name the

State Central Committee, delegates to the National Conyerstion, and presidential electors.
The County Conventions are
real grass-roots politics. Any
registered Democratic voter is
entitled to attend and take part,
in most counties.
Clements and Wetherby met b
Louisville over the weekend U
map their strategy for retails
ing control of the State Cot*

HIRAM CUNARD .
RITES HELD ON
MONDAY IN FULTON

mittee
Governor Chandler reportedly has told his workers on the
county level that success of his
administration depends on defeating the Clements faction at
the county conventions.
State employees have been
told that they should take part
in their county and district conventions.
Especially heated contests are
in
conventions
in
expected
Christian,
Fayette,
Franklin,
Hopkins, Warren, Muhlenburg,
Kenton, Bell, Campbell, Magoffin and Shelby Counties.
Each county will be allowed
to pick one delegate to the State
Convention for each 200 votes it
cast for Democrat Adlair Stevenson in the 1952 presidential
election. Fulton County will select 13 delegates.
The meeting will be held Saturday at 2 p.m. at Hickman.

The 1956 camping season for
Baptist girls will begin at Camp
Cedarrnore 20 miles northeast of
Shelbyville, July 2 and continue
until July 28. Attendance is exServices for Hiram D. Clinard
pected to total 800.
of Dresden, father of South FulOne-week camps during the ton Fire Chief Jesse Neil Chilperiod will be sponsored by Ken- i ard, were held Monday afternoon,
June 25. at 2, at Sandy Branch
tucky Baptist Woman's Mis- Church near Chestnut Glade
sionary Union. Miss Mary Pat School. The Rev. James Holt and
Kent, Louisville, youth secre- the Rev. Cayce Pentecost officitary for the woman's organiza- ated. Burial, under direction of
W. W. Jones Funeral Home of
tion, will be in charge.
Martin, was in the church cemetery. He was 76.
He was born Oct. 9, 1879
in Robinson County, Term. He
was married to Miss Fannie
Simpson and to this union three
ehildren were born. One son
preceded him in death. He had
lived in the northern part of
Weakley County most of his
Mr. Freeman was born Nov. life and moved from near Pisgah
and diligently.
Within recent years, and be- 11, 1891 in Graves County, the recently to Dresden. He was a
cause of failing health Mr. Free- son of the late Mose C. and Em- member of the Pleasant View
man gradually retired from the ma Plumlee Freeman of Wingo. Baptist Church, and farmed until his health gave away.
many activities in which he WILS His father died last Monday.
Mr. Clinard leaves, besides his
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
engaged. As a matter of fact it
was only a few weeks ago that Mayme Jones Freeman; his step- son here, his wife; another son,
we spent a pleasant afternoon mother, Mrs. M. C. Freeman of Pete Clinard of Dukedom; a
half-brother, Bob sister, Mrs. D. C. Damron of
with him engaged in good con- Wirigo; a
grantrIchildren;
nine
versation as good friends often Freeman of Detroit; four half- Sharon;
do. He told us that he was let- sisters, Mrs. Lurrnan Mullins of and two great-grandchildren.
The active pallbearers were
ting up on his large farming ac- Wingo, Mrs. Lloyd Collis of
tivities and was "going to take White Deer, Texas, Mrs. Ferrell Charlie Damron, Jim Damron,
it easy." It surely was a diffi- Morrow of Hobart, Okla., arid George Damron, David Damron,
John Lee Simpson, and Elroy
cult thing, for a man so active, Mrs. W. C. Kemper of Detroit.
Funeral services were held Jones.
so vital' and so interested in his
South Fulton firemen were
community to make such a de- Monday afternoon at 4, at the
cision. Sadly for us and his de- First Methodist Church. The honorary pallheare_ rs.
voted family, and other friends Rev. Henry Russell, pastor, offihe did not take it easy enough, ciated. Burial, under direction of
To Sell
for his death came as he was Whitnel Funeral Home, arks in Mrs. Johnson
_working in a field on his farm. Fairview Cemetery.
Driver's Permits Here
Pallbearers were Jfte Hall, Bob
He counted among his friends
Mrs. Ruth Johnson, circuit
people in all walks of life. Of- White, Dr. Glynp/Bushart, Jay
ten we were aware of the kind- Lacey, Jimrny/"Wright, Frank court clerk announced today
ness and attention he gave to Beadles, Harry Murphy and Sen. that she has received driver's
permits to be sold to persons
isorne down-trodden individual. Wayne Freeman.
He made that man feel he was
Claude Freeman was the kind whose names begin with A
equal to all men. And in the of pirn
ri we consider it a privilege through K.
For convenience of persons
same sense we knew him as a)lhave known. He was the kind
man who was called upon tcr of man whose passing brings living in Fulton and surroundwork side by side with the sincere grief to all who knew ing area Mrs. Johnson will be in
per- him. We extend our heartfelt Fulton every Wednesday aftergreat and the influenti
Wednesday,
beginning
sonages in Kentucky
iness sympathies to his family in their noon,
July 11th to sell the permits.
and political circles.
hours of bereavement.

Death Of Cksude Freeman
Leaves Comniunity Grieved
Claude Freeman's untimely
death has brought about great
sadness in Fulton County, where
he was well known, respected
and beloved. Here at the News
office his death is felt keenly, for
this quiet and unassuming man
was a loyal and devoted friend.
He was not a daily visitor to the
office, but frequent enough to
assure us that we could count
upon him when his advice was
needed and many times when
his moral support was an encouraging thing.
A soft-spoken and gracious
gentleman, he was the type of
man whose opinions were valued, even in disagreement. We
came to know him well in the
nearly ten years that we have
been in Fulton County. We
knew him as a careful, modern
and efficient farmer. We knew
him as a man who had the keenest insight into matters political, more than most people we
ever met. We knew him as a
loyal and devoted Christian.
As a former postmaster and
merchant of Fulton he had hundreds of friends who held him
in high esteem and who counted
upon him for counsel and guidance, which he gave generously

Si. Edwards Society
Making Plans For Its
Annual Cream Supper
The ladies of St. Edward's
Catholic Church are busily making plans for their annual barbecue and ice cream supper to be
held on the church lawn on
Wednesday, July 11
Delicious ice cream and cake,
tasty barbecue and other good
things to eat and drink will be
served from five o'clock in the
afternoon until all the guests are
served. The church is on Eddings
Street, near Fourth Street.
Make plans to take a little vacation from meal planning and
at the same time help the
ladies to get funds for church
and school repairs.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Fulton Hospital—
Mrs. Fannie Montgomery,
Hickman; Mrs. James dore,
Luther Pickens, Wingo; Mrs. W.
G. Bailey, Battle Creek. Mich.;
Mrs. J. R. Nethery, Water Valley; Mrs. Zeph Starks, Rt. 2. Water Valley; Nathan Puckett,
Fulton; Mrs. L. M. Millner, Rt.
3, Fulton; Mrs. R. Alexander,'
Fulton. Mrs. Harold Beard, Rt.
1, Fulton; Mrs. James Cruce and
baby, Rt. 5, Fulton; Esther Pryor. Fulton; Mrs. W. H. Thompson Rt. 4, Fulton.; Mrs. R. V..
Putman Sr. Fulton; B. B. Stevenson, Fulton; Mrs. Hazel Suggs,
Fulton; Mrs. Dalton Yates, Fulton; Jack Burton, Fulton; W. J.
Shepherd, Fulton; Mrs. V. A.
Browder, Dukedom,
Jones Hospital—
Mrs. Ray 'Adams, Martin;
Bertha Mitchell, Mrs. Pearl
Binkley, Mrs. C. D. Lovelace,
Mrs. C. M. Wright, Gus Browder, Mrs. Maude Holladay, and
Mrs. Cara Aldrich all of Fulton.
Haws Memorial— ,
Beriona
Holmes,
Paducah;
Fred Wade, Crutchfield; Mrs.
John Cavender, Martin; Mrs.
Charlie Rushing, Wingo, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Wylie Brown, Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs- Bill./ Clark, Fulton,
Rt. 2: Joe Pittman, Fulton, Rt.
I; Gerald Craddock, Mrs. Charles McMorries, Mrs. Richard
Wells, Mrs. Neil Clinard, Mrs.
Bertha Brarudord, Mrs. Bill
Gordon, and Mrs. Alvin Blythe
all of Fulton.

J. C. Wiggins Retires So He Can "Live A Little"
corn-meal, he also built bridges
by Mary Nell* Wright
Fulton will miss -The cheeffül and levees. He built -the Onggreeting of J. C. Wiggins at the mile levee from Elm Tree to
National Store down on Lake Burton's Store.
The years passed and he left
Street, because on Saturday of
this week Mr. Wiggins will give Burton's Store and went to
the key to his store to R. C. Palmersville, Tenn.. where he
Huntingdon, and his brother-in-law, C. H.
of
McKinney,
Tenn., who succeeds him as Biggs owned a general store.
Here he also served as a pharmmanager.
After 17% years of serving his acist, since the store carried a
National Store customers, Mr. line of drags.
Mr. Wiggins left Palmersville
Wiggins is planning to retire. To
1924 and opened his first bust
.
-T--1
get his mind off of all his wot
ries—and live a little. And we ness in Fulton in the old Mea
are happy that he has decided to do's Building, where he was
associated with the Reynolds,
do just this.
Turning .back the pages we Rainey, Sparks Company. He
learned that he went into busi- was manager of this store for
ness in 1914, when he was 24 8% years, then he resigned as
years old, at Burton's Store in manager to organize and manWeakley County,.Tenn. During age the Art Style Dress Comthis comthis same time (which was dur- pany. Stockholders in
late Ira Little
WELCOME TO FULTON . . . it. C. :McKinney, who Wab..
ing World War I) he also owned pany were the
Sam Smith
take over operation of National Store in Fulton next Monday,
a grist mill. Because, as Mr. and Aubrey Nugent.
business
This
Is welcomed at the store Wednesday by J. U. Wiggins, who le
Wiggins said, "You know, that and a Mr. Puckett.
successfully at the
retiring from active business life.
was during the time wh4n ev- was operated
the Henry I.
erybody ate corn-bread — and present location of
locations where the Hall- appointed Investigator for Old
same
It was a thriving business. too." Siegel Company.
Wooten and Norte' Stores are Age Assistance under the adWiggins
At a later date me
But tho versatile Mr. Wiggins
now. This partnership was dis- ministraton of Governor A. B.
didn't stop with just running a and the late Ira Little operated
.This was one of the
store and grinding corn into two stores on Lake Street in the solved and Mr. Wiggins was Chandler.

fest Old Age Assstance groups
in the state.
Mr. Wiggins, along with Mr.
J. C. Sparks, bought the Raymond Peeples Variety Store in
1937, which was at the present
location of the National Store.
He operated the store for one
year, then he sold out to the
National Dry Goods Stores. Mr.
Wiggins was employed as manager. He has been in the store
or 17% years.
Foe many, many years during
his career, Mr. Wiggins was vely
active in his church and all civic
organizations in his town. He
is a charter member of the Lion's
Club. But when he reached the
age of 62, he resigned from all
civic organizations. He felt that
he had given as much as he was
able to give during his lifetime
and as he said, "I thought it
was time for the younger citizens of Fulton to take over the
many jobs that needed to be
done. I'll always have a deep,
sincere feeling for my church,
my town and the people that I
have been associated with.'
(Centintied on Page 4)

The Auto: Our Greatest Hazard On The 4th
In 1903 there were 466 fireworks
deaths in the United States. Last year
:here was only one. Quite a record of
progress.
Back in 1903 a rather ridiculous
looking machine was just sputtering
into being. Last year that machine —
evolving from the ungainly horseless
carriage into the sleek and powerful
modern automobile — claimed 407 lives during the Fourth of July holiday.
Thus the net gain in our efforts to
avoid holiday self-destruction seems
to be about zero. Yet there is a lesson
to be learned here.
Fireworks deaths on the Fourth
have been almost eliminated because
thinking persons revolted at such
senseless killing, and state by state
the sale and use of dangerous fireworks were prohibited.
No one, of course, is advocating
that the sale or use of automobile be

Lines
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banned. But we strongly urge the outlawing of their misuse.
Most people want to use their cars
safely. But in every society there is
always a minority of reckless and irresponsible drivers who turn a deaf ear
to all appeals for prudent and commonsense behavior.
It is for this group that the Nat-tonal Safety Council and the International Association. Of Chiefs of Police have jointly recommended a rigid
law enforcement policy by all police
agencies during the Fourth of July
celebration.
We strongly support this recommendation. A traffic accident emergency faces this country, with a new
all-time high death toll in prospect.
It is time to Stop temporizing with
this problem. The Fourth of July holiday. is a good time to start getting
tough.

We Recommend This Speed-Control Device
One of the cleverest, most effective yet gentle reminders to the highway motorist that he is approaching
a 30-mile-per-hour speed zone as he
comes in on the open highway is a
device installed on the outskirts of
Kuttawa, Ky.
We would do well to install about
five of these around Fulton. They are
badly needed.
The device is a simple stoplight
that turns tiWn,and it is installed right out on the open highway, not at an intersection. Here's
the way it works:
You are crusing along at the speed
limit, approaching Kuttawa. All at
once you round a curve and observe
a stop light ahead, on red. So you
slow down and prepare to stop, eves
though you are momentarily puzzled
as to why the light is there, much less
turned red. Anyhow, it is instinctive
to stop for a red light.
Just about the time you have slow-

ed to 35 miles per hour, your car runs
over an unnoticed rail set in the highway connected to a switch. About five
seconds after this switch is tripped
the spotlight turns to green and you
proceed on into the Kuttawa business
District without stopping . . .* at 35
miles per hour. You then realize that
th-e light is there only to warn you of
the speed limit.
It is one of the most effective speedslowing devices we have ever seen.
We commend the idea to the Kentucky and Tennessee departments of
Highways, for installation on both
north and south entries of US 45 and
US 51 into Fulton, as well as on East
State Line just over the Country Club
Hill. In our observation far too few
trucks, busses and transient autos are
failing to slow down to legal speeds
as they approach the dangerous congestion points at the general city
limits of our two communities.

Swindled Out Of $400,000
An interesting swindle 'case came
to light recently when it was revealed
that two smooth operators had talked a wealthy industrialist into investing more than $400,000 in a fictitious
business venture.
While that sounds almost unbelievable, the scheme was actually well
planned and required a number of
years to be executed. It was worked
by more than one man, and the industrialist was approached and told that
the will of a fictitious character had
left them the rights to a defunct radio
and telegraph company, which was
due $60,000,000 from patents of the
company which had been used.
To obtain the $60,000,000, however,
certain releases would have to be
bought up from various people, so
that others would not share in the reward. For a period of years, the industrialist poured more than $400,000
into the venture, attempting to buy
up these releases.

When the swindlers were found
out, it was discovered that the company was fictitious, the will and the
deceased man, who supposedly had
left it, were fictitious, and the whole
thing was a fraud.
We call attention to this case because it shows how smooth operators
are continuing to take in gullible people, often intelligent individuals, for
surprising amounts. No doubt some
who read this editorial have been
swindled in the past and some who
read it will be swindled in the future.
If YOU are not to be among this latter group, buy your stocks from reputable brokerage houses, do not invest in the many uranium and oil
stocks until you have consulted with
a brokerage expert, who has investigated the stock, and never buy hurriedly, with greed as the motivation, to
get in on a windfall profit, which
must be taken advantage of immediately.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Bridey Murphy, A Big Disappointment
A Special Report on "The Search For
Bridey Murphy"
THOSE SEARCHING FOR Bridey
Murphy have the help of a best-selling book, a popular song and a forthcoming movie. But some are asking
whether the search is worth the
trouble.
Scientists question the experiments.
Would a gaod scientist, they wonder,
ask leading 'questions, the kind that
tell you the answer? Author-hypnotist Bernstein did this often. Again
do good scientists publish their findings before all the facts are in? Bridey's story was on sale before the
facts were checked in Ireland.
SERIOUS SCIENTISTS don't work
this way. They don't believe everything they hear either. They wonder
why Dr. Bernstein was so quick to believe and publicize the fantastic tale
of Bridey? Dr. Bernstein, they feel,
should have at least hesitated in the
face of some unexplainable "facts."
For example, Bridey "lived" in the
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"I haven't figured it to the penny, but Herbert must have
saved 65 cents laying it himself."
1

Kentucky

Windage

By P. W.

BURROW CANNON
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After all these years . . . a
fashion designer turned into a
George Gallup and decided to
go take a trip around the country to se ewhat women !tally wanted to wear, before she
headed for Paris to tell them
Whit they sMuld— wear.—She
came up with a startling discovery: women really don't like
to look like lampshades. string
beans, or little boys . .
they
like to look lady-like.
We hope some (*signers in
the men's clothing field will
take ttie hint and do the same,
before this Bermuda Short business gets too far along. For golfers, sportswear ok . . . but for
formal wear or business wear
. . . ugh.

I booklet for $1.25 telling precisely how to pack 67 different
needed items including a clothesin one suitcase 29xI6x9 inches).
As an authority on the subject.
the lady flatly states that this
ONE suitcase is ALL you realneed outside of the- clothes on
your back.
It would make good reading
for the efficiency expert, but
it would just be a buck and a
quarter wasted.
Our off-hand observation• of
1:Ay-like travel -habits is based
on mileage, nothing else: For 500
miles. to Kansas City for the
weekend, take two suitcases,
eight assorted suits and dresses
and enough of everything to last
a month; for 1000 miles. to
• • • •
Washington, for a week, take
In conversing with those who four suitcases, 16 assorted suits
know what-all happens to the iind dresses, and enough of evhundreds of carload'- of bananas erything to last for. two months;
that come through X4,1ton ("The for 5000 miles, to Europe multiBanana Capital of the Nation"), ply everything in the WashingI learned this week that one ton assortment by five.
man in Detroit buys thirty-five
• • • •
carloads of bananas a week out
This year's college graduate
of the local traffic. He makes need not take off
his cap and
box-lunches for Detroit factory gown and timidly
pound the
workers, providing one banana sidewalks while job
hunting, acwith each lunch.
cording to the editors of Chang• • • •
ing Times, The Kiplinger MagaThe camera crews of MGM's zine.
"Raintree Country" movie have
There are plenty of jobs For
come and gone from Reelfoot every engineerin
g graduate
Lake, and the birds, snakes and
there are an estimated 12 to 15
fish have settled back to peace- openings available;
for every
ful living in the picturesque
would-be teacher, eight to ten
area across the border from us openings: for
every business
in Tennessee.
trainee, five to six openings; for
What was heralded as a twoevery liberal-arts graduate,
week spectacle of Hollywood -in- three or four offers.
action in our midst, complete
Few college graduates will go
with Elizabeth Taylor Montgominto business for themselves
ery Clift and a raft of others, right away. They will
get pracdribbled down to just including
tical training first. Most will
the raft. .Clift's doubted was on
find the risks. the required capihand for 31
/
2 days of background
tal and the hard work not worth
shooting around the Lake.
the gamble.
Even so, "Raintree Country"
• • • •
is supposed to be a pretty good
President Eisenhower opened
movie, says its director. ProMilitary Reserve Week with the
duction costs are estimated to signing of a pay increase
for
run five million (exceeding any six-month USAR
trainees from
movie since GWTW) and run- $50 a month to $78,
which bening time of the picture will be came effective on
1 April 1956
Clive hours.
for pay purposes.
• • • •
Young men now entering the
Any husband whose wife is United States Army
Reserve recontemplating touring Europe ceive the same benefits,
includought to be happy to pay this ing leave, as other
members of
sort of charge beforehand: A the USAR ordered to
active duty
lady in New York will provide in excess of 30
days.

1850's. Yet she tells of being married
in a church not built until 1911.
CHRISTIANS TOO wonder about
Bridey. They note that Bridey's reincarnation theory makes a shambles of
the world picture painted by Christ:
And they would rather stake their
faith on Christ than on one novel experiment.
In the Christian view, a man
is
born into the world for a reason. He
is to live for a while before returning
to God. He's on trial. At death he is
judged by what he has done, the good
accomplished, the evil committed.
FROM THE
God regards the good man with a face
to face vision of Himself. The evil is
punished by being deprived of the
vision of God.
The Christian has a good reason for
leading a decent life. It will earn him
June 28, 1931
eternal life. But how about Bridey's
Dr. and Mrs. R. T. Rudd have
world?
returned from a trip to LouisWhen Bridey died she was doomed
ville and Indianapolis, Ind. The
to stand by a bedside, neither really
State Medical Association met
in or out of the world. She didn't love;
at Louisville on June 15. Officers were elected and Dr. R. T.
she felt nothing in fact. There was no
Rudd, re-elected president; Dr.
God in Bridey's after life. One wonS. L. Johnson, secretary. They
ders why she was born at all.
had a splendid meeting and at
THIS IS WHY the search for Brithe close, Dr. and Mrs. Rudd left
dey Murphy will have to go its wellfor Indianapolis to attend the
publicized way without the help of
National convention.
• • • •
good scientists or Christians. The
Mr .Homer Weatherspoon and
trail may be interesting, they admit,
Miss Kathryn Mobley, both of
but it doesn't lead anywhere.
Beelerton, were united in marActually neith,04 scientist nor Christriage Friday, June 19th, at the
tian is angry. They are disappointed.
home of the bride's parents. Rev.
Scientists are pleased in the popuN. W. Lee, of Fulton, reading
larity of a scientific questions: Christhe marriage ceremony in the
presence of friends and relatians are encouraged by the interest
tives.
in the future life. But both wish it
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster, of
was the "real thing" which was sellPaducah, were the only attending and not just a novelty.
ants.

a

Scheduled for a he.aring July
28 by the State Dpeartment of
High school band members Motor Transportation is
the apand baton-twirlers planning to plication for an average
nine
attend the University of Tennes- per cent increase for
intrastate
see this fall have been urged not fare requests by three
bus
to "retire" their musical abilities lines operating in Kentucky.
graduation
with
from
high
Southeastern
ureyhound
school.
-Lines, Lexington, which opMajor Walter Ryba, director eltates.in most
of Kentucky, the
of U-T's "Pride of the South- Continental
Southern Lines, Inc.,
land" Band, said he is looking Alexandri
a, La., and Gulf Tratizfor about 30 good musicians to port Co., Mobile,
Ala., which opfill vacancies created by gradua- erate in
e.xtreme Western Kention from his 88-man musical tucky, h.ve
applied for fare ,n
ana marching aggregation. Ba creases.
ton -twirling majorettes also e ill
The Companies ask for • 30
get a chance at joining the band, cent
minimum fare and cornrnu•
he said.
tation rates of two-thirds of the
More than that, Major RyLa regular
one-way fare.
added, if the crop of entering
freshman musicians measures up
to expectations, the size of the Ellis Park Season
UT band may be increased.
interested students should Begins August First
write or -otherwise contact him
The thirty-third racing meet
at Room 101, U-T Armory, for the James
C. Ellis Park, opKnoxville, to make arrange- erated by
the Dade Park Jockey
ments foor try/touts, he said. Club,
will get under way on
These are generally scheduled Wednesda
y. August 1. and conduring the fall quarter "fresh- tinue
for twenty-nine days, beman week."
ing dark on Sundays, closing on
According to the director, an Labor
Day, September 3.
exceptionally active year is
ahead for the famous "Pride"
Attend church of your choice
In addition to the half-time
shows at home football games this Sunday.
and other usual campus activities, the band will accompany the
team on three out-of-town games
and will make at least one con- cert tour in the state during the
and
year.

FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE Oa —
The bride is the daughter of
R. W. Mobley and taught in the
Beelerton school last year. The
groom, a son of Mr. William
Weatherspoon, finished his
course at Murray State Teachers College this year and will
be a member of the faculty of
the Arlington school next year.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce of
Cayce and Mr. and Mrs W. W.
Koonce and daughters were
Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs.
Cooley, of Troy, Tenn.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy and
family motored to Greenfield
Sunday and spent the day with
Mrs. Hardy's mother, Mrs. Etta
White.
• • • •
The two bank robers that
robbed the Dresden Bank and
who tried to escape from the
Weakley county jail at Dresden,

It's a great kindness to trust
people with a secret. They feel
so important while telling it.
following their
arrest were
transfered to the Shelby county
jail in Memphis Saturday. They
are being held in default of
$10.000_12cmd.

& BURROW

Inaerasse and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest

Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow

the lucky ones go to

MID -AMERICA
New babies and new factories
both get a
wonderful start in Mid -America.
For Mi&America—nourishes
people and
industries Me on ITdiet of rich
resources
and abundant opportunities.
That's one reason why so
many ni
industries locate along the Illinois
Cent' 1
each year. Another is the
railroad, itself.
For more than a century it
has supplied
the kind of economical transportatimrth
at
enables both companies-and
individuals to
make a good living.
Today, we are doing the best
transport
job in history. Soon we may
do even better
if certain federal transport
regulations are
changed to allow us to serve you
more economically and efficiently. Such
changes will
benefit you and everyone in
Mid-America.
WAYNE

A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
/flaek Le;ceIcniae-rince.t

ring July
rtment of
is the aprage nine
I intrastate
three bus
tucky.
eyhound
which opMucky, the
Linea. Inc.,
uif 'Franz, which op.
tern Kenor fare in-

(Last Week)
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hancock
are the proud parents of a baby
boy. He arrived Saturday afternoon.
The Rev and Mrs R. L Coyingtnn and children of Port Author, Texas, are visiting relatives
here. They were called here by

Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance

cing meet
Park. opark Jockey
r way On
. and condays, be.
closingon
F 3.

the illness and death of Bob's
father. Our sympathy is with the
family.
We hopehope for Mrs. E. L.,Browder and Mrs. Coleman Evans a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Bobby Evans and Terry
visited Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs. George Black and Telitha.
Mrs. M. P. Inman visited
Thursday with Mrs. Inman.
Mr. .and Mrs. Bobby Evans
and Terry and Travis Cox visited for awhile Thursday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Ltiben Gris.om and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
with
visited Thursday night
Mrs. Coleman, Evans who is a
patient in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Bobby Evans
and Terry had as their guests
Friday night Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cox and children, Ann, Emma Lou and Travis, and Mr.
and Mrs. George Black and Telithe.
Mr. and Mrs. .E. L. Browder
and Lynn have h their house
guests Mrs. Browder'. sister.

When you want TV service, you want it right
now! We specialize in
promptness. If possible,
we make repairs in your
home—saving time and
money. Call us now.
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The Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club met in the
home of Mrs. Paul Reams and
Miss Rachel Hardison visited
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook for the her mother, Mrs. May Hardison
regular June meeting with a and Mr. and Mrs. Galon Hardi100 percent attendance of file son and family Sunda.v.
members. An interesting meetMr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders
ing was enjoyed. After the tours_ visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bell
of good gardens the excellent for awhile Tuesday night.
garden of Mrs. Jim Burke was
Martha Kay Copelen spent the
awarded the highest score.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guayon Brun- Herman Prince of Pryorsburg
dige and children who have reMr and Mrs. Pat Snow, Mrs.
cently moved to Louisville are
a visit WlIn nomerolks. Mary and
Mr.
with
spending several days
'Neva Lou went home with him
and Mrs. E. I. Brundige and
for a visit. They went by the
other relatives and friends.
way of Knoxville where they
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Romine visited their brother, Norman.
and son are visiting Mrs. Maude They plan to go from Ohio to
Holladay.
Detroit where they will visit Mr.
Top row, left to right: Patricia Parrish, 2, and Allen ParMr. and Mrs. Harry Whitner and Mrs. Kenneth Terrell berish. 6, children of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parrish of Fulton Route
and children spent last week fore returning home.
5. and grandchildren of Mr. Frank Parrish and of Mrs. Mertie Bowlin; and Phyllis Carlisle, 1, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest RogSympathy is extended to the
grandchildren
Burl ('arlisle, 305 Thedford Street, Fulton, and
ers and Bill.
family of Mr. Hiriam Clinard
of Mr. and Mrs. H. ('.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann,
who passed away after a long
Bottom row, left to right: Jimmy Morgan, 4, and Bobby MorHontas Moore and Ralph spent illness. He lived in this commungan, 3, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morgan and grandchildren of
last weekend with Mrs. Opal ity many years, but had lived
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Forrest, Fulton Route 4; and Gary McBride,
Pounds.
near Dresden and in Dresden for
V 2, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride, 118 Pearl Street, FulMr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight the past several years.
ton, and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Booth and Mr.
and Louellin from Knoxville
Mrs. L. K. McBride, all of Brownsville, Tenn.
Mrs. Baker from Martin is
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Har- visiting her daughter, Mrs Paul
Mrs. John Willis, of Waynesvey Vaughn and other relatives.
FULTON ROUTE 1 David Nanney visited home- Reams and family.
boro, Va.
•
Clark
G.
0.
Donna
Mrs.
Mrs. Ozelle Holmes,
folks for a few days last week.
and Teresa Perry spent SaturAnnetw Conner went with him
day night with Mr and Mrs. D.
to Colorado Springs, Colo, for a
(Last Week)
Inman.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilkerson visit
Mr. and Mrs. F. A Black and returned to Chicago after spendDarrel Terrell has returned to
Ruby visited Sunday with Mr.
home at Astubula. Ohio after
his
Jimmy
Fulton.
in
weeks
ing two
and Mrs. George Black and Wilkerson is visiting in Chicabert and Mr and Mrs. Tom
family.
go.
Howell
Mrs. Ozelle Holmes and Mr.
Mr and Mrs. James Wilkerson
Mr. N. F Wilkerson and Charand Mrs. D.. Inman visited SunMrs. and Larry are visiting Mr. and teen Prewitt had a wreck last
with
afternoon
day
week.
this
Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson
week, both cars were damaged
Charles Hancock.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Clark and but no one was hurt
Mr and Mrs. Ftoblert Perry
spent the
and Mrs T. V. Perry returned family from California
parents Mr.
home Sunday night from Texas weekend with his
where they visited Mr and Mrs. and Mrs- 0. G. Clark.
Visitors -in Mr.--and Mrs. G.
Manlius Williams and family.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Inman G Clark's home Sunday were
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mr and Mrs. Jack Clark and
family from California, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Nich- Mrs. Junior Cruce and family,
oles, Roy and June enjoyed en Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Vaughn and
family and Mr and Mrs. ,Rayouting at the lake Sunday.
mond Clark.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Whitlock
BANKS BUY BAGS
Some Kentucky banks have visited Mr. .and Mrs. Tom How'purchased bags to give farmers ell Sunday afternoon.
Russel Sellers spent Monday
for delivering soil samples to
night with Mr and Mrs. 0. D.
I the county agent's office.
Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Odel Seals and
KEEP COOL
night
Cool. fresh cotton seersucker family spent Saturday
bedspreads make a nice change with Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerfor the summer season; they are son.
Nancy Duke is spending this
easily washed and require litweek with Mr. and Mrs. Hertle or no ironing.

Ella Veatch, Martha and Marie
Copelen, visited Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Damesworth for awhile Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited awhile
Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. John Sanders.
Phillip ERR:At visited Elmore
Copelen and family Saturday.
Mrs. Colen Brown visited Ws.
Ella Veatch Saturday afternoon.
GROUND HOGS
CONTROLLED
In one Kentucky county 1300
gas cartridges were used in con
trol of ground hogs, and 100
more cartrieirs were on orde
from the U. S. Fish and Wildli,
Service.
Tune to WFUL For Local News

Now Many Wear

FALSE TEETH

With More Comfort

IPABTErTH, a pleasant alkaline
teeth
non-acid) powder. bolds false
more fIrmly. To eat and talk tn more
FASlittle
a
'wrinkle
comfort. just
on your plates No gummy.
T
Checks
feeling
or
taste
pasty
gooey.
Gel
plate odor- ldenture breath)
FASTEITH at any drug counter.

rETH

POSITIVELY!I
ONE WEEK ONLY!
WADE FURNITURE COMPANY

Offers You This

This VA( sign means

MORE FEEDING VALUI:r

FULL OF ENERGY-

from my grain

GIVING PROTEINS ...
AND REAL DELICIOUS!

any cottage cheese I ever
ate. And you

offers this quolity at this low pricel Equipped with every exclusive

should see the
The man is right. Here is why our new sign is going
to mean MORE FEEDING VALUE FROM GRAIN
for a lot of you farmers:

feature that makes BEN-HUR America's finest freezer.., your best
freezer buy! Designed for today's biggerfamilies and lowerfood bills,
LOW DOWN PAYMENT

1. You - bring your grain. We grind and mix
with Purina Concentrates.

FREE 17% Cu. Ft. Freezer To Be Given Away July
1st — — Nothing To Buy — — Come In and Register

3. This service is backed by Purina experier( e
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Con:c‘itrates— far more than any other brand.

Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast spry'
... our accurate grinding and mixing ... our t
plete list of Approved Formolas. We be eve
like our fast Check-R-Mix Service nod will t.
back often.

REED BROS FEED AND SEED COMPANY
Phone 620
College Street

CHICK-R-MIXIN( SIRVIC
1111_11 •
•
j11
• 11 • 11•
•C
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
11 •

tOW MONTHLY TERMS

DON'T DELAY—see this bargain today

2. You select the rations you want from Purim 's
new Check-R-Miz Approved Formulas
The cost is low because diily a few bags of
Concentrate are added per ton.

413

•

•
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Latta, Vivian Williamson, Mar- * J, C. Wiggins
tha Mahan and Dorothy EdAnd he added, "I have had a
wards of Miami. Fla.
very happy a n a prosperous
I7% years as manager of the
Doris Wiley of Fulton and her National Store
It has been a
sister, Mary Clardy of Hopkins- real pleasure
to sell to all of my
ville were hostesses at bridge- friends. I am also
grateful for all
luncheon in the Clardy home on of the
fine personnel in my store.
Cox Mill Road in Hopkinsville I am sure that
I owe much of
last Wednesday.
my success to them. It has been
The lovely Clardy home was a privilege to have worked for
beautiful throughout with ar- such splendid people as the
rangements of specimen rooses. owners of the National Stores
"
Lunch was served to three taHappy retirement, Mr Wigbles of guesta"'
gins.
Mary Boyd won the high club
prize and Mary Lou. Blackstone
won guest high.
The group of women visited
Pittway 94 between TH-City
the Gordon-Cayce House of
and I.ynnville
Gifts and Antiques.
Those who attended the deNo Show, Monday, Tuesday
bghtful affair were Kathryn
and Wednesday
Atkins, Dixon Graham. Mary
Modern conoession stand
Boyd. Eleanor Huddleston. Mary
Lou Blackstone, Gladys Hyland,
Agatha Voelpel, Mary - Belle
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
Warren and Margaret Whitnel
all of Fulton, Mrs Frank Wiles
Phantom Of The
of Martin, Mrs Jesse Kelly of
Mayfield. Mrs. Fanye Roney of
Morgue
Hopkinsville and Laverne Cloys
(From
E
A.
Poe's Story)
of Union City.
In Warnercolor
Little Jen McAlister celebrated her fourth birthday last week
when her mother. Mrs. Joe Mc- SATURDA Y AND SUNDAY
Alister gave a girthday party in
It Came From
her honor at the Fulton City
Park.
The little guests played many
Outer Space
R..
games and were served delicious
refreshments of cake, ice cream
— Flue —
and cold drinks.
•
Station West
Those who attended the happy occasion were Cathy McAlisDick Powell - Jane Greer
ter. Debbie Townsend. Ricki
Bowden, Bobby and Tommy
Etheridge. Donna arid, T-eressa
Perry, Linda Collier. Catherine
Stroud, Charles Hubert Bolton,
Donnie Wilson. Teletha Black.
Mrs. Laura Mae Carr and-Mrs.
Esther Work.
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS

Diary of
By Mary Nelle Wright
The News writes social happenings about you and

your friends (Listen To Airwave Diary: Thursday,
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)

"Tell you what I like the best. — 'Long about kneedeep in June, 'Bout the time the berries melts on the
vine, — some afternoon. Like to jes' git out and rest,
and not work at nothin' else!"
Last Sunday a lot of people felt the same as James
Whitcomb Riley did when he wrote those famous words
— t•ecause EVERYONE was out at the Country Club.
Mamas, Papas and ALL the chilluns. And they were
having a great time — just being together and relaxing.

TRI-CITY DRIVE-IN

Grouped around the swimming
pool enjoying the blessed sun—
and occasional "dips" into the
cool, cool water were many visitors whom we were glad to welcome to the club. Among those
were Margaret Cantrell's two
sisters, Merle Gore and Christine Gore Buckles and her husband, H. H. who live in Chattanooga. It has been many years
since we've seen Merle and
Christine and we did ENJOY
our little visit with them. Margaret's brother, Curtis, his wife,
Nancy and daughter Doris were
also in the group. These members of the Gore family live in
Westbury, Long Island, N. Y.
They had a real family reunion out at Margaret's house in
South Fulton the past week. . .
Jane and Wick Smith were
having fun with their kids in
the pool and with them were
Jane's brother, Jimmie Hurt,
from
Covington.,
Tennessee.
Jane's nephew, Melvin George
and his two sisters, Shirley tind

Janet of Englewood, Calif. were
also their guests . . .
And speaking of California
reminds us of the beautiful card
we had this week from Ethel
McDaniel. Etbel and the girls,
Susan and Terry were out on
Catalina Island. They had taken
the boat trip over to the island
and had also taken a tour in
the glass bottom boat to see the
fabulous underwater gardens.
Ethel was ever so anxious to
hear from my "star boarder"—
who is actually HER parakeet,
"Penny." We felt a little thread
Miss Norma June King
of "homesickness" ,on Ethel's
part when she told us that she
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. King of Fulton announce the enhad lunched at the Catalina
gagement of their daughter, Norma June, to John
Club. BUT—she said, "their golf
McClanahan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo McClanahan,
DOESN'T compare with OURS!"
Lillian and Byron Blagg Jr. Sr, of Fulton. He is now employed in Dallas, Texas.
were out at the club Sunday.
An early July wedding is planned.
They have been visiting Florence
and Frank Beadles. Lil drove a vacation trip to Kansas and
In the Cradle Set: We want
back to Nashville Sunday after- other points of interest . . . Lit- to welcome a new membgr into
ncion but Blagg stayed for a tle Mary Anna Murphy of West the family of Joe and Pauline
longer visit. By way of the Chicago is visiting her grand- Stephenson in Lexington. Ky —
grapevine WE HEARD that Mr. parents. Nelle and W. L. Garter little Diane. This is the third
Byron Blagg, Jr. and Mr. mike on East State Line Road-, . -tittle- -girt--for—the- Stephensons-.
The children, grandchildren
Calliham entertained two love- Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Allcock And they have a son, too. Their
ly lassies, Misses Katie Brim n and children, Michael and Pam aunt. Margarette Sundwick, told and great-grandchildren of Mrs.
and Sharrye Johnson, Sunday and Mrs. Pearl Caldwell of Bar- your Diarist that her nieces and Etta Wade had a nice family reA .1
night when they took them out low were visitors of Mr. and nephews have the distinction of union recently when they enjoyed a picnic supper on the
MOVIES
Mrs. Leroy Elliott Sunday.
for a lovely dinner . . .
having ALL (d their
given lawn at the home of Mr and
FULTON -MARTIN
names
Ruth
beginning
and
Richard
with
a
D. Their Mrs. Ernest Carver on Route I.
McNeilly
Love lsy Miriam
Browder
HIWAY, 45 E.
Johnston and her two attrac- and daughter, Carol, Mrs. Abe names are Denise. Debbie, Dou- recently. Mitch and Mary Lee
grand-daughter. glas and Diane . .. .
THURS. - FRI --JUNE 28-29 tive youngsters Mark and Les- Caudell a n d
of Norwalk, Calif. were the inlie are frequent visitors at the Alice Caudell of Memphis are
"AMERICANO"
spiration for the occasion. Mary
Frank Lovejoy- Casear Romero Country Club pool Miriam is visiting with relatives in BartMembers of the Water Valley is Mrs. Carver's niece.
—plus—
visiting her mother, Kathryn lesville, Oklahoma . . . Louise Birthday Club entertained KelThey had everything in the
"MAN IN HIDING"
Browder on Eddings Street and and Wendell Norman of Evans- lena Durbin Thursday evening world good to eat and everyone
ville,
Ind.,
spent the weekend in with a birthday party in the had a wonderful time.
her grandmother, Mrs. Enoch
SATURDAY—JUNE 30
Browder. So far—we haven't Fulton tgisiting their parents, Rebel Room of the Derby Cafe.
Those attending were Mr. and
IN OLD MISSOURI
seen Miriam's youngest son, Kathryn and Dr. J. C. Hancock Kellena was given a lovely gift. Mrs.. Doug Pryor. Steve, Mitch
With The Weaver Brothers
Derek. He is a little boo young and Ellen Hooker . . Joe Pigue Th,,se v.•ho attended were Tops and Mary Lee of Norwalk. Calif.,
—plus-to enjoy the pool. Miriam is en- is in Chicago visiting his broth- John.son, Mrs. Doyce Clark, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wharton,
"THEM"
er, Charles, and family . . .
Jim Ed Hargrve, Mrs. J. D Charles Allen Karen of NashTerror Excitment and Mystery. joying this visit with her family
while husband, George, is in
Ruth and Bill Browning are Bennett, Mrs.,1 lford Jobe, Mrs. ville, Mr and Mrs Robert-Wade
—plus-Formosa making a film on in the LONESOMEST couple in Ed Roberts an
iss Doris Brat- of Union City, Mr and Mrs.
"NIGHT HOLDS TERROR"
conditions, which has been com- town category this week, too, be- ton. One visitor, Mrs. Wilson Tom Wade, Joan and Bill. of
Jack Kelly - Hildy Pirks
missioned by the government of cause the Browning household Arnette of Paducah. attended.
Fulton. Mrs Roy Carver, Danny
SUN.-MON.--JULY 1-2
Free China. The film will depict has really been a center of acand Debbie of Fulton. Route 1..
RAGE AT DAWN
Maurine
the story of the way of life in tivity for the past two weeks.
Trees
entertained
Those present were the chil(In color)
Free China. Miriam had expect- Ruth's lovely sister, Leta, and Friday afternoon at one o'clock dren, grandchildren and greatRandolph Scott -Forrest Tucker
ed George to come through Ful- husband, G W. Brown of Mont- at her home on Green Street grandchildren of Mrs Etta Wade
ton within the next week—but gomery, Ala., came for a visit a with a lovely dessert-bridge of Fulton. Route I
TEEN AGE CRIME WAVE
their plans have been changed couple of weeks ago and the complimenting Nancy Wilson,
Tommy Cook -Mollie McCart
and he may go from Formosa following weekend Ruth's other who will be married to Bill Fos.
Irene and Jane White. Elsie
to Bangkok where he will make attractive
sister,
TUES.-WED.—JULY 3-4
Marguerite settof Falmouth, Ky. on July and Mary Davis Weaks and Sara
5th.
another film for the Civil Air Jones and her mother, Mrs.
RUNNING WILD
Bushart were hostesses at a
The attractive Treas home was beautifully
Transport of the East. WHAT Claude Johnson also of MontRock and Roll Teen Agers
planned
bridge
an interesting life the Johnstons gomery came to the Brownings. beautifully decorated with ar- luncheon. honoring Nancy WilMusic by Bill Haley
So—it was such a WONDERFUL rangements of garden flowers. son, on Tuesday at the White
must lead!
—plus—
The Clyde Williams home must for the three "Johnson" gals and Upon arrival the guests were home on the Mayfield Highway.
FOR FIRE
served dessert at card tables, ovhave had a BLUE Monday — their families.
Jane Russell- Jeff Chandler
The tables were decorated
with white cut work with exquisite arrangements of
because things have been ever
Last Wednesday, Ruth, Mar- erlaid
cloths
and centered with red gardenias and white sweet pees.
so lively out there these past guerite and their mother, and
weeks. Peggy, their daughter Judy Browning drove up to roses in bud vases.
Gift bouquets of lovely flowers
Nancy was lovely in a pretty were used throughout the house.
and husband Robert Koelling Lexington to see Ruth and Bill's
and children, Sara, Robert and son, Billy, his wife, Barbara and trousseau frock of black and
Nancy, the honoree, was loveJohn of Dallas. Texas have been the PRIDE of the Browning- white polka dot and her gift ly in a soft pink cotton which
corsage
was
of
red roses.
here. They left Sunday, so we Johnson-Brown households, litshe selected from her trousseau.
Cisay Hatfield was high scor- Her corsage of white carnations
know that Ruth and Clyde MUST tle Hunt Browning. This was
be the LONFSOMEST ones. . . the first time that great-grand- er in the bridge garnes Ann Mc- was a gift from her hostesses.
But some of the happiest par- mother Johnson and great-aunt Dade Hunt of Mayfield won sec- She was also given an attractive
5 - GREAT DAYS - 5
ents are the Warren Andersons. Marguerite had seen the little ond high. The honoree was pre- gift from her hostesses.
FRIDAY THRU TUES
We saw them at church Sunday fellow—so we can imagine how sented an attractive guest gift.
Four tables of guests enjoyed
JUNE 29 — JULY 3
Others
who
attended
and with them was Lucy, their the Ohs! and Ahs! took precethe the bridge genies. Winners were
lovely
affair
were Elsie Weaks, Emily Nall, high, Lois Haws secftresen,,
daughter. Lucy is home from dence over any other conversa20.4
MIMPHRFY
school at Ole Miss . . . Mildred tion. It was such a happy oc- Irene and Jane White, Lois ond high and Mary Ethna WilGENE
14
1 Graham
Campbell was also a casion for the FOUR generations Haws, Marian Murphy, Mary son, bridge bingo.
BOGART.TIERNEY
welcome guest at church . . .
to be together. They made colored slides of the whole group
THE IFFT
Mary Davis Weaks was an at- which will certainly be cherBIG DOUBLE FEATURE
tendant in the Carolyn Stock- the family.
HAND OF
ton-John Davis wedding in PaMrs. Johnson and Marguerite
— PROGRAM —
ducah Saturday. Mary Davis left Fulton Monday and
Judy
GCID
and
Carolyn
were sorority sis- went home with them for a visit.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ters at the University of Ken- So—that just leaves
Ruth and
tucky.
Bill to ramble around by themMinnie and C. A. Boyd, Jr., selves there at their house on
LEE J.COBB
_0
and sons left Fulton Friday for Eddings Street. . . .
PLUS
TOM NEAL - in

i:ULTO".

Tfr

WED - THURS.
Celebrate JULY 4 Here
-Continuous From 1:45
OUTSTANDING
NEW SHOW
20. COorY111

IDWAY
QC/
VINO
•-

,raryin.

•

THE PROUD
MAW

RYAN
VaIGINIA

MAYO

la'OF••Pi

Ir••111

IMP

2 allies North atMen ea
US SI at Medea- "T"

Friday — Saturday and Sunday

'THE DALTONS'
WOMEN"

Special Feature
Length Treat 1 1
"COLUMBIA'S
LAUGH HOUR"

Rue

SEE US —

ItFIRIY

Colleen Miller
In color)

PRISENT TH1

CINserieScOPE

•••••

COMING
FRIDAY JULY 6
Lawn last war no C I thitin

"VONA'MUM
77MASX4ReffERS
nem1
Lid i••••••14

PAYN E I DAHL FLEMING

ea/

---and—
STEPHEN McNALLY
in

"APACHE DRUMS"
—plus--

Chapter 12
TRADER TOM OF
CHINA SEAS
and Cartoon
Sleuth But Sure
SUNDAY - MONDAY
TUESDAY - WEDNESI)..%

Ewa O'BRIEN

Ft

Chu

UP AND FIX UP TIME

•••• Ar ^.0!TITIO7'ED

•••••
•

Repeating
A
S:II Out!!

•
•
•

Cool Summer

•
•
•
•

FROCKS

Purchased from a leading Manufacturer 200
hew
summer cottons in I inens
!c!otlis
"• t
cotton% . . . Numerous Styles. Sizes 7-15;
12 ;
14' 2-24 II 2•

SALE STARTS TOMORROW!

9

In Color

Wednesday and Thursday

Virginia Mayo
Burt Lancaster
Rousin', rough South sea adventure
dmaimaim!

•

•

(In cinemascope)

SOUTH SEA WOMAN

NATALIE WOOD rmars:apn •ounZA.174ot pa:Z=7=
NERD nJOHN FORD isminnios.`
VISTAVISION TECHNICOLORI

ron $ 11

ALSO-LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS I I 1
• HURRY

1
111

Raw TAYLOR
Rictus TODO
Dun WYNTER

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

LI.UMW MUM mottos

STRi
Cim

se wirsitocea SVPAWSCOPII

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

George Nader

Gary Cooper

rty .

time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
best yet. Complete stock house paint,
farm paint;
interior or exterior.

COURT MARTIAI.Liii BILLY MITCHELL
,.••

cr

JOHN IARIINEA RHONDA

SUNDAY. MONDAY - TUESDAY
WAHLI

wh
Shi

Sat.
OthlOKI DAMAO mum,

— BEFORE YOU BUY!

ITS PAINT
. . and

ALL

FOR
lar

OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW
IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,
—Clover,—
Fescue

HUNTER

/15k
.H11,

Akr Osedltiesse
THURS -FRI -SAT.
Big Double Feature

— SPRAT MATILRIALS
For weeds, brush, tobaeak, swena,
ffellPelrie
For killing bugs, worms and all
pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and material
s

4 GUNS TO THE BORDER Rory Calhoun

I ORPHEUM

ai

FOR THE .BEST SI F.CTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••

EUM
Kesel
Feature

I RHONDA

IFLEMING
RICO./ Jiit

CLASSIFIED ADS

PORCH SWINGS made of dur- POWELL
and EUDY Shoe Re- ROOMS FOR RENT: Country
able oak, only $0.95. Exchange
Highland St R. R. No. 4, Full'he Fulton News Thursday June 28, 1956 Page 5
pair
offers
you prompt, accuhouse, modern. See or write
Furniture Company, Church
ton, or
write
Rawleigh's,
W.
L.
Page,
Fulton
KENT
rate service at moderate cost.
Street,
A NEW TYFIWKITER PICTURE FRAMES at reduced
Route
Dept.
5.
Fulton,
KYE-1071-201,
Ky.
FreeKINDS
OF KEYS made
iii..
No children).
or Adding Machine. Rental
204 Church Street, Fulton.
port, Ill.
prices. Gardner's Studio, Fulwhile you wait. Forrester's
WANTED-.A representative for
applies on purchase. Harvey
ton, Ky.
Shoe Shop, 304 Main..
UNEXPECTED
WELLS
DRILLED
CHANGE
for
industry
makes
the largest Monutnent
Caldwell Co, Drive-In Office
Comand homes. Modern equipavailable good Rawleigh busiOutfitters, Corner Walnut &
pany in West Kentucky. DisUSED
FOR SALE — JUNE APPLES,
BARGAINS
ment,
ness
In
Fulton
experienced
County.
workmen.
SplenPlain Streets. Phone au.
play will be furnished. Write
large. Make delicious jellies,
How Christian
Write
did
business
or
call
secured in this
Watson Co.,
to jitox "B," Fulton County $39.95, up refrigerators
sauce, pies. $2.00 bushel. HomScience Heals
Phone
district for 30 years. Excep261, Fulton, Ky.
BEAUTIFUL FRAMES for your
News.
er Zopf, State Line Road near
$29.95,
tional opportunity for right MAYTATY-WASHES& standard
up
elec.
ranges
"CAN
cherished
RELIGION BE
photos
at
Gardner's
Oak Grove Church.
N470W
- YOU CAN Drive in Park
man. I'll furnish list of cusand automatic models. $129.96
Studio, Fulton, Ky. On sale
SCIENTIFIC?
$19.95,
"
up
washers
and
TRAYED-Cow
Buy
on
the
your office supplies
Sfarm
of
tomers and help you get
and up. Sales and service.
at reduced prices. Get yours WFUL UM
and equipment. Harvey
lie.) Sunday le Lai
Clyde Corum, 2% miles north21" television
started. See W. B. Eaves,
Cald- $219.95
Bennett
Electric,
Phone 201.
while they last.
well Co, Drive4n Office Outeast of Cayce. Owner may
claim by indentifying animal , fitters, New Location, corner
KING
TV
&
Plain
and paying for this ad. Call ' Walnut
Streeta.
First Street
Phone 574.
2586 Cayce.

Union City, Tenn

cNAIAN

DRUMS"

Over 20,000 Arthritic
and
Rheumatic Suffers have taken
this Medicine since it has been
on the market. It is inexpensive,
can be taken in the home. For
Free information, give name and
address to P. 0. Box 522, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

12

DM OF
lEAS
e.

Sure
'ONDAY
CDNICSDAY

POR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polish-

HE SIXTH
Of JUNE
04 es.

•

Shines

LIMESTONE
Plenty on hand at all times;
your patronage appreciated

Home ph. 708; office 1892

FARM LOANS
...CM. M..

Long Terms-Easy Payments

FULTON PAINT & Complete line of Bait and
GLASS CO.
Equipment
Fulton

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

GENERAL

ials

CONTRACTORS

it - the

115
• ROOFING
• INSULATION
• SIDING

CHURCH STREET

4/11.--Elata it.

Phone

BLADE CUT

• Land Surveying

• Lots, Subdivisions

Ulm
Skinless Wieners 1`,1ib .039c
SUPER RIGHT (REGULAR OR KING SIZE)

39c
Ground Beef LB. 35° Canned Hams 3 LB. 969

Frying Chickens

LB.

SOUTHERN STAR

FRESH

new manIf_TS LL
PAR sitan

&oiler Turkeys
upxicERulGICT
Bologna
Bgef Steaks .1rTNTFNREEED
Stewing Hens "i1.1),:t"DY
L,
Cod or Haddock Fillets(5 =IL $119)
25
(

4-02..
PKGS.

490
49$
890
450

•

atermeions(

1"

EA.

GB..
2A
8v-L

417 Eddins St.
Telephone 437

enlarged

FANCY LARGE

Cantaloupe's 3:0R79c Bananas
Pascal Celery
CALIFORNIA

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
at Carr and Third Streets, in Fulton

We have always been better equipped and more advanced than Funeral Homes in i,ur size city, hut now we are better equipped than
ever.

•• Fully air-conditioned Chapel. Curtains for privacy, wall-to-wall
carpeting, electronic organ.

Lemons 432 size

Lora

FLORIDA SWEET

num,

doz.
"
39c

4 WS 39$

Orange Juice

•• The addition we have just completed is a new, and completely sepcrate, "Preparation Room." It is the room where the body of Your
loved one is prepared for funeral and burial. We do not believe
you will find a "Preparation Room" anywhere as modern, sanitary,
and well arranged fo!"-it's requirements, as you find in ours. A
most sacred reverence is maintained at all times.
•• Embalmers fully licensed in both Tennessee and Kentucky, with at
least one on duty at all times.
•• A COMPLETE service: Removal from home or hospital, use of
Funeral home and chapel, use of funeral cars, use of tent and cemetery equipment, arranging for Pallbearers, Minister, Music and
any needed details, opening grave and casket of your choice.
•• We have never refused a call because of financial conditions. You
will not be embarrassed because of anY purchase you make. Our
adult services start at $99.00.

LBS

6 896

39c

*G

Snail

DOLMA

Lunch Meat 'Lc: 29 Sugar Wafers
Honey Spice Cake Mix
INIONZDART MG. 25$
•••2so= 490
100
10$

Heinz Ketchup FANCY
White fora
Potato Sticks jOIL
Pork
Beans IIIILTAXA
sac= 29$
May000040
PAO.
IL 590
Grapefruit Juice
39$
Charcoal Electra= atuourvs _ _ _ _5 nit 590
Beverages ar
("*DuZZ:r7u)
23$
Chicken of the Sea Tuna =Li" "Cr:. 29$
CAPS

Angel Food Cake
REGULAR
55c VALUE

D

3951
EA. 45o
3-i•

PKG.
Or 4

rASTRT
JANE PARKER
TWIN PACK

1-LB. L9f

OR HOT DOG ROLLS
PIG 0,-i, 110e

te

Bread

Or I
PKG.
it. LB
LOAF

JANE PARKER

21(
Tit
/

A&P's OWN CRESTMONT

Crisco Shortening 'AI 37'3 eig
31' CMANT
PEG. 75
_
CHEESE
FOOD _ _2LL
AF
OR

This
Week

/MR P. ARX
is.
Ph
art Bowties
Potato Chips .4.
Sandwich Buns

Ocean SprayCRAsri%RIERY (strained,1-23t. 22, Whi

Krafts Velveeta

29°

ANS PARKER - 13 EGG RECIPE

ABIN

Dreft Detergent _.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

CONCENTRATED
(60r)
PROZDI
SIZE

Dill Pickles

•• Ambulance service anywhere, anytime. Oxygen wheni needed.
•• The 1955 Tennessee Legislature passed a law requiring all burial
policies written after the bill became law to be paid in cash, should
the benificiary desire. Prior to that they are payable in merchandise
and service. We have never had any trouble in getting a fair settlement with the writers of these contracts when we were called
as Funeral Director.

DOI. 39C
2
49'
" 104."L"
,r"99'

Apples
Peachesr"cv"•
Potatoes LOSNICAL"Cir1
V' 111111
th

RUSHER

17°

LB.

DANDY

SUPER RIGHT

Visit us anytime, at your convenience

standard of top meat value.
"Super-Right" assures you that whatever
you choose at AaP Is Quality Right . . .
Controlled Right . . . Prepared Right.. . Sold
Right and Priced Right.

25°

VINE RIPENED - JUMBO 27 SIZE

invited to inspect the newly-decorated and

*Seeause rn•ot mammals about 25% of
your food budget, Wa important to knew
AaP's "Super-Right" Quality Is a reliable

RED RIPE

RUSSELL K TRAVIS
FREE ESTIMATES

PKG.

LB.

• BUILT-UP ROOFS

• CONCRETE DRIVES and WALKS

You are

29c

Beef Chuck Roast
(FROZEN)

paint;

kat., Lime

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN "Super - Right" Quality+ MEATS:

PKG.
"L

• avn Engineering
• TUCK POI NTING
• ROOF PAINTING

C

CAN

— PHONE 596IN FULL
Clover,—

PTIL7t14:NLB.

1-13.

9C

PAN - READY - CUT UP TRAY PACK

ATLAS ROOFING COMPANY

Weft

CEN

WHOLE
•
OR HALF(B.

SUPER RIGHT

BAIT SHOP
Iii'vvay 94
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2208 Friday Cagle

We'll ,imitoin-feix Of colors
IQ/ yOIS 10 .141011141113.

IVY!
meets

AGRICULTURAL

VISIT CAGLE'S

In our wide and wonderful selection of hundreds of ricions,
new Maestro Colors.

Church Street

TERIALS

Phone 35, Church Street.

Fully Cooked Hams
99c

Headquarters for

RAYMOND PEWIT
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co. Mill Street; South Fulton

Finding a PAINT
to match your rug?
wc bare just the color you want

-DAY

AVG,

SUPER RIGHT — 10 TO 16- L13.

KEEP THIS AD!

894

Ice
Cream
Domestic Swiss Cheese

/
1
2-GAL
CTN

69c
ST'
LB

Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Mild Cheddar Cheese

I.B
LB

59'
45(

July issue of

Cashmere Bouquet Soap e
s 2tAkTism 27'
Ivory Soap ____ 3:Ns 29' _2 Afts 31°
1 Monday and Tuesday Open at S am. Close at 6 pm.

woman's day
MI AR MAGAZINE
All Prices In This Ad Effective Through

Saturday. J Lint. .411th

iJA4eiCA'S 5045,4051 5000 4414(un

.

SIHCI

Closed All-Day Wednesday JULY 4TH

Thursday and Friday Open at 8 am. Close at 6 pm.
Saturday Open at 8 and Close at 7 pm.

Ma WA& =Alas

miss ISA COMPANY

IIIS9
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Dr. Woods Speaks To
Scout Leaders July 6

major points and their application to scouting.

'like. Typical. questions and answers follow:
Attend church of your choice
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
1. What housing is available
of Murray State College, will this Sunday.
for women students? The Unispeak at a Boy Scout leaders
versity has four large residence
"Conference on Youth" in Union
halls for girls and four small
City
July
at the First
residence units. Construction has
Christian Church Annex.
begun on a fifth large residence
The speech, "On the Trial
hall. In addition, there is one coMany of the questions asked operative house
with the Boy," will be one of a ,
and one semiFUNERAL
about the.. University of Ken- cooperative house. Ten national
HOME
series of weekly talks by laytucky by prospective students sororities accommodate
men .to Boy Scout leaders from
incorpo•ated
250 stuhave to do with life on the cam- dents.
June 15 to July 20.
pus—housing and dining facili2. What housing facilities are
The Conference on Youth I,
ties, room reservations, and the available for men students?
being sponsored by the Feu!
There are five permanent resiRivers Council of the Boy Scouts
PUTURN ROM FOR KENTUCKY MAUI—This is the architect's drawing of Holmes Rel. now
ME&
dormi- of America.
dence halls for men. In addition, tory for girls at the University of
which
the
for
State Property and Buildings Commission
Three Resident Licensed
18 national fraternities house ! given flnal approvaL Construction Kentucky,
has ahiady started on the 11,131.000 project, and it is expected hes_ Each session consists of a
Embalmers
FOR THE
another 400 men.
completed by September of 1957. Named for UK's Dean of Women Sarah B. Holmes, the buildingto be keynote talk by a layman folhas
teen designed to house 31111 wine& Arolatiool for the brick and stone structure is the flan of
3. Is housing available for
discussion
of
lowed
group
by
a
Brock and
Laidastoo.
married students? UK maintains
two housing projects known as
Copperstown and Shavrneetown. are required to live in the resiCopperstown contains 330 apart- *nee halls unkrd: they have
IN GOOD
ments of permanent type con- special permission of the Dean
Lake Street Ext
Across From The
struction. Sha wneetown is a of Men or unless they are marAll Favorite Brands
temporary housing project. for ried, permanent residents of
Coca-Cola Plant
married students and their fami- Lexington or commuters.
lies.
One Of 5 In State;
5. How does one reserve a
4. Are freshmen required to room? Men students should
Will Take A Year's
live in University dormitories? write to the Dean of Men. WomFive
Groups
Embark
On
Leave Of Absence
All freshman women are re- en students should write to the
Unique, Practical Plan
quired to live in the residence Dean Women. A reservation deFive $1.000 scholarships for
halls unless residing with rela- posit is required.
With 4-H Club Members advanced study have b e e ti
tives in town. All freshman men
SEE
6. What does the student need
Evidence of town and country awarded by the University of
to bring for his or her room? cooperation is seen in Marshall Kentucky Agricultural ExtensStudents must furnish their own county where the members of ion Department to as many memJOIN OUR
linens. Otherwise the room is five service clubs for men in the bers of the Extension staff in
completely furnished.
county bought 34,000 strawberry county or regional positions.
"TINY BOND"
The recipients are:
Fred
7.
What
eating facilities are plants for 4-H club members
SAVING PLAN
FURNITURE CO.
As related by J. Homer Miller. Brockman, area agent in Farm
there on the campus? Students
-at No Cost to You!
who live in the residence halls U. K. county agent in Marshall and Home Development. CampSave While You Spend At take at least two meals a day ccunty, each of the 136 boys and bellsville; J. W. Poe, Jr.. Jack207 CHURCH ST.
there. Large cafeterias are op- girls taking part received 250 son, county agent in Breathitt
CITY
DRUG
CO.
erated
in the Student Union Tennessee Beauty strawberry county; Duald E Salisbury,
PHONE 35
408 LAKE STREET
Building and in Donovan Hall, plants which they set out in Albany, county agent in Clinton
newest dormitory for men. A !March. During the summer, each county; Warren C. Thompson,
grill also is maintained in the service club member will con- Clinton, county agent in Hicktinue to show his interest by su- man county, and Mrs. Lucille E.
Student Union Building.
pervising the work of
the Warren, Winchester, home demSTUDENTS ASK QUESTIONS youngster for whom he bought onstration agent in Clark county.
The scholarships are the first
plants.
ON MONEY AND JOBS
Th return,The Club—members to have been awardect---by--thir
How much money do I need?
Extension
Service,
Can I get a part-time job? Will agrees to give his donor next Kentucky
I be able to borrow money for spring six quarts of No. 1 ber- said Dr. E. J. Nesius. Associate
ries. With a good season, it is director of Extension.
my college education?
All recipients have been
These questions and many oth- anticipated that about 25 crates
ers are answered in a leaflet of berries will be harvested by granted leaves of absence and
just published by the University ' each 4-11'er taking part in the will work toward their masters'
degrees the coming year.
of Kentucky for prospective stu- !venture, said Mr. Miller.
Selection by a judging comdents throughout the state. Some
mittee was made from several
of the most frequently asked '1 Fund Committee.
Atth
questions and their answers are:
5.. Are scholarships available? applicants and was based on
1. How much money should I A limited number of scholar- meritorious service in Extenshave at the opening of school? ships are available to entering ion, interest in advanced work,
The average student should have freshmen. Financial assistance is scholarship and potential capahis semester fees ($65) plus the made available in so far as pos- bilities.
cost of room and board $(220-245 sible to worthy students through
A political party is one thing
per semester) and about $50 ad- scholarships In sorrie cases aid
ditional for books, supplies and In the form of scholarships is that can fly better without two
Incidentals. Men students en- limited to students enrolled in wings —Changing Times.
rolled in ROTC will deed to a particular college or departmake a $25 uniform deposit, re- ment.
as quantities are limited. fundable
at the end of the year.
S. What are the requirements
2.. Are there opportunities for admission, An applicant
for students to secure part-time must have graduated from an
i's tit.:11E
empiloyment? A large number accredited high school and have The Sensational
New Invention
of students at UK earn at least a minimum of 15 units of acSutherland's "MD" l'roas
part of their expenses either ceptable high school work To
No Belts — No Straps —
through part-time jobs on the apply for admission, write to
No Odors
campus or in local business the University Registrar and ask
Approved by Doctors — The
houses.
for necessary application forms
World's Most Comfortable
3. How do I apply for a part- Most Kentucky high school prinTruss
time job? Men students should cipals have these application
contact the YMCA, Student Un- forms on hand.
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
CITY DRUG CO.
ion Building. Women students
408 Lake St.
Fulton
should see or write to the Dean Tone to WFUL For Local News
of Women.
4. Is there a student loan
fund? Loans are available to
students who have made a good
ectllege record both in classes
and as members of the student
body. Application for a loan is
made through the Student Loan

GOING TO U-K!
HERE ARE A FEW
TIPS ABOUT SCHOOL

e

HORNBEAK

The.

Ti

Leadi
ghoul

205(

PHONE 7

BEST

LAKE STREET LICIUOR STORE

MARSHALL COUNTY 'WARREN THOMPSON
SERVICE CLUBS URGE WINS UK AWARD
BERRY PRODUCTION

USED

PLENTY FREE

FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

SATURDAY
EARLY BIRD DAY
MACK AND WHITE STORE

BARGAINS • • • • • • WE HAVE'
COME EARLY,

Better meat costs less!
ArtAqmore adstore

Black & White Store

Takes thelocurf NI of a Frozen Food Supply!

BACK TO SCHOOLand
VACATION VALUES

PRICE
EVER

Come In And See Our New

(County schools start in July !)

Coleman

1 TABLE OF SHORTS AND BLOUSES
Sizes 3-6x, 7-14; toddlers, 1-3

Up to $2.95 values
Your Choice for only

.LET

$1 EACH

,eNoRGE 1.
Deluxe Chest

\ FREEZER ;
•41,
4

Super Performance

SPECIAL
THIS Week

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

FINE VALUES IN DRESSES

in a
uJI
food
freezer

20 cu. ft.
,
• -1

4 cee it Toclayi!

$399.

4.

.411.
`%4..

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

Sizes 1-3, 3-6x, 7-14, sub-teens
Values up to $5.95

MONTHS TO PAYI

Now priced at only

$379

Values up to 8.95
Now priced at only

y

ou pay less for better cuts of meat when you
buy
at quantity discount prices. Chops, steaks, roasts,
poultry, fish—all keep safely for many months in
a

579

Values up to 12.95
Now priced at only

779

freezer. You save by buying vegetables in quantity,
too!
Start now to enjoy better meals at lower
cost. Buy a
•reezer from your dealer.

"Warm-floor" Comfott
In 4 to 6 Rooms

TODDLER'S AND INFANTS WEAR
(Diaper suits)
Values up to 2.95

now 189

Values up to 1.95

now

59

CLOSEOUT! 1 LOT GIRLS SHORTS
ONLY 59c

SIZES 2 to fix

You haven't seen whet a ps
Soor-furnaoe can do, until you
am the new Coleman SUPER '
PERFORMANCE!New power
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low prima.
Visit us today!
Up To 3 Years To Pay, Terms

Mod

CHECK
THESE
FEATURES

•Sharp-Freeze Compartment for quick freezing.
• Adjustable Dividers.
•Storage Baskets keep
foods handy at top
of freezer.
•Free 5 year Food
Protection Worrunty.

•Exclusive Dri-Wall Cow
denser assures dry
cabinet exterior,
• Safety-Temp Comp's,.
sor for thrifty, dependable operation.
• Holds 700 lbs. hoses
foods.

Be modern...
keep food
electrically

As Easy As $1.25 Per Week

THE YOUTH CENTER
South Fi Ft etre t

Union City, Tenn.

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
at

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE (0,
208 LAKE STREET

Phone IA
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Water: When And Where You Need It!
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DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of In:armee

SAVE 1 GET our

WIth JIM PRYOR
4.4culIersi Arm*, Oasis Caotrel

SILO litaitiNSTKATION
see( ESS

PACKAGE DEAL

Just in case you didn't read
your paper I will tell you that
-Covering everything"
the silo demonstration held in
309 &Ili Walnut Bt.
Bardwell, Ky. was a huge sucFuiton, Ky.
Plume 448 cess. Over 170 farmers watched
the silo dream cut forms for a
trench silo on the Tom Bodkin
farm. Dr. Starks of the University of Tennessee Martin Branch
was the main speaker and talked
THE MAYTAG on the advantages of silage. Fay
Atherton, County Agent of CarAUTOMATIC
lisle County talked on Pasture
management; Birt Dillahan, VoWASIITIT
cational Agricultural Instructor
discussed beef cattle and silage
i and showed samples
ale la perge
of silage,
Maims &as
hay and grain in the feeding raisw down parineatab•
tion. I made a few remarks on
tamp
and Easy Term
silage and sheep and John Freeman. Field man for the Pet Milk
BENNETT ELECTRIC Co.
gave cost figures on the silos
217 Kate
Iodate
cut last year. After the 170 odd
farmers h a d consumed 105

OST TAW1211-11.4%-to Took Odo
hard to me why Parisian
Laundry is tops in Laundry
and Cleaning! Just phone 14

AP'

less!

store

MARE MONEY
ON YOUR HOME NOW!
1. You apply LIFETIME ALUMINUM Weather
Board to the exterior. This automatically increases its sale value.
2. You finance the application with a long term,
low cost loan which we will be glad to arrange
for you.
3. You make your payment for the most part out

of savings in heating, cooling, painting and repair
costs. These savings will often be in excess of the
installments.
4. When the loan is paid, the increase in value is
yours, and the savings will go on month by month.
THAT'S MAKING MONEY, in our language I

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO
1 1 l Washington Street

THE
you buy

aks, roasts,

onths in a

Phone 557

There is scarcely an agricultural section anywhere in the
United States that at sometime
each year is first too wet and
then too dry. Both of these conditions are harmful to crops with
the result that year after year
production is curtailed.
It has been estimated that 28
out of the last 29 years, crops
in the mid-South and South have
been reduced with losses ranging from 10 per cent to as much
as 90 per cent. This could have
been avoided had they secured
one or two additional rains at
the right time.
These areas of the country receive ample rainfall — in most
sections from 30 inches to as
much as 57 inches. Were these
rains equally .distributed
throughout the growing seasons,
they would supply sufficient
rainfall for all crops. However,

?rn... '
rood
rally

,WER aldug

ACREAGE RESERVE
UNDER SOIL BANK
PROGRAM LISTED

SERVICE

IPANY

with cabbage and green peppers.
Here two waterings were given
these vegetables at ten-day intervals. The fuel and labor costs
amounted
to
approximately
$2.40 per acre for each irrigation.
As a result, vegetable growers irrigating sold- 9 tons of
cabbage per acre at $108 a ton
as against 1 14 tons per acre
worth $12 a ton on the unirrigated part of the field.
Green peppers yielded 496
bushels per acre where irrigated
as against 76 bushels where no
water was applied. As a result,
130 vegetable growers in the
areas have now installed irrigation system. They have as
sured themselves of high yields
of vegetable crops in the future,
in spite of long, dry spells.
Farmers throughout the South

and mid-South are building
lakes or deep ponds; utilizing
creeks and streams, and in some
instances, drilling wells that
they may take advantage of supplementary irrigation
during
the hot, dry spells and thus assure high yields of their crops.

Union Barge Line Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa. He attended
Hickman High School.

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC

Marine Sgt. Leroy Hicks, son
of Andrew Hicks of Route 4,
Fulton, Ky, is serving as chief
cerk in one of the companies of
the Marine Aviation Detachment
at the Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Memphis, Tenn.
Hicks, who was promoted to
his present rank May 1, entered
the Marine Corps in July 1953
after graduating from South
Fulton High School.
Sgt. Hicks and his wife, the
former Patricia G. McKinzie
also of Fulton, reside at Millington, Tenn,

'Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.

crry

DRUG CO.

108 Lake Street

Phone 74

We have complete stocks of

DAYTON V-BELTS
PHONE 201

FULTON

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieties of All Kinds Loserately Repaired at Low Coat
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Comfort costs so little with

Coleman

FLOOR
FURNACES

THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING . . . . SEE
IT HERE . . . ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.

—Sold on Very Easy Terms—

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Telephone 185

BRIT ARMSTRONG...brings 17 years of experience and "know-how" to his work as a telephone
Commercial Engineer. He's a member of the state
Builders' Association ... teaches Sunday School .
and was a master sergeant during the war.

Super
Kern-Tone

589

W HITNEL FUNERAL
HOM E OFFERS:
CREDIT:

We offer full credit on a Valid Tennessee
Burial Policy—if you call us to serve you.

CONVENIENCE:

We maintain a modern, air-conditioned
funeral home for your convenience. You
are free to use it at no extra cost.

ECONOMY:

We have funeral services in every price
range to suit your financial circumstances.

PROTECTION:

We maintain oxygen equipped ambulance
service for your protection day and night,
7 days a week—at small cost to you.

Why not give your local funeral director the opportunity to serve you in your
time of need? We can guarantee that you will not find services more reasonable out of town.
TELEPHONE 88

the importance of irrigation, the
Agricultural Department of the
Illinois Central Railroad Company has purchased irrigation
Drought often follows in the
equipment for experimental and
demonstrational purposes.
This equipment was first aised
on dairy pastures in west Tennessee. By irrigating these pastuees twice, farmers were able
to increase their pasture days
from 41 to 78 days. The labor
and fuel costs amounted to $1.20
per acre for each irrigation.
Imagine the added value of
these watered pastures when one
can secure 40 to 7i) more days
of grazing while neighbors'
pastures are burned up!
The irrigation equipment was
then moved into the vegetable
growing territories of the south.
It arrived just in time when an
early drouth was playing havoc

certifies that this was done be- 10 percent of allotment, or 1
cause of adverse weather condi- acre
tions; or
He has complied with his soil
hank corn base, or his farm alNews From Our
lotment for a participular crop,
but an acreage of corn was not
Boys In The
harvested because of destruction
Four main provisions for tak- by natural causes; or
ing part in the aereage reserve
The farmer is in an area where
program, as authorized by the an established final date set for
Sell Sank act, have been an- the basic commodity tor his area
nounced by Secretary of Agri- is subsequent to May 28, and he
Pfc. Bobby F. Williams, 19,
culture Benson.
plows or otherwise physically
Any farmer who otherwise !incorporates his crop into the whose wife, Charlotte, lives on
complies with the provisions of soil, or clips, mows or cuts the Route 2, Hickman. Ky., is a
the acreage reserve will be eligi- crop after May 28 and prior to member of the 287th Field Artilble if.
June 30. or the established final lery Battalion in Germany.
Williams, a recorder in the
He has underplanted his soil date, whichever is later.
bank corn base, or his allootBefore a farmer can take part battalion's Battery B, entered
ment for cotton, rice, tobacco, in the acreage reserve program, the Army in May 1955 and repeanuts or wheat (spring wheat) he must comply with all acreage ceived basic training at Fort
and U—Ee-rtifies that he under-' allotments, or corn base estab- -Chaffee, Ark. He arrived
Europe last October.
planted in anticipation of corn- lished for the farm.
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
plyiyng with the 1956 acreage
In announcing the acreage rereserve, or because of adverse •erve program, Secretary Ben- Leonard Williams, Route 4, Unweather conditions.
'on said: "We have proceeded ion City, Tenn., attended WoodHe has underplanted his 1956 with all possible haste . . . to land Mills High School.
present a sound 1956 program to
KODIAK, Alaska—Harold W.
pounds of barbecue I held a soil farmers. It is true, however, that
testing demonstration. All in all the program for this year is in Cook, airman apprentice, USN,
a sense, a special program de- son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook
it was a vtifY instructing day.
signed to meet the time limita- of Route 1, Fulton, Ky., was
DAIRY PRINCESS SEASON
tions and the requirements of joined May 9 by his wife, the
This is June and June is Dairy the legislation for 1956.
former Miss Shelba Clark, also
month so this is the month that
"For that reason, 1956 will not of Route '1, Fulton, at the Naval
we chose our dairy Princess. We present a fair trial of what the Station, Kodiak, Alaska, where
in the Purchase area of Ken- program can accomplish. The he serves with the Operations
tucky have two dairy Princess- rates are for 1956 only. Before Department.
es From Graves County Miss next year's crops are planted
Mrs Cook traveled to Kodiak
Norma Lynn Barton of Mayfield- however—including fall seeding aboard the Military Sea TransStar Route and the other is Miss of wheat this year—we will have portation Service transport USS
Pearl Evon Terry of Bardwell an opportunity to plan and de- Funston.
Route 4. These two young ladies velop a more comprehensive
will represent dairymen of West program." He added that the soil
KOR NWESTHEIM, Germany
Ky in the dairy Princess con- bank makes available in 1957, a —Army Specialist Third Class
test in Lexington July 10. I will chance to conserve soil and wa- Charles L. Frost, whose wife,
have the sponsors for the two ter resources, and aid farm Ruth, and mother, Mrs. Ethel
Dairy Princesses next week prices.
Frost, live at 3151
/
2 Main St.,
along with the gifts they will
Provisions of the conservation Hickman, Ky, recently was asreceive from different merchants reserve will be announced later. signed to the 385th Military Pofrom this area.
It was pointed out that the same lice Battalion in Germany.
GRAZING SUDAN
Specialist Frost, a military
acreage on a farm may not be
policeman in the battalion's
included
in
both
the
acreage
reMost sudan fields I have seen
Company A, arrived in Europe
this week are about 8 inches to serve and conservation reserve in April 1955.
the
soil
of
bank.
12 inches high. I have talked to
Frost entered the Army in DeMaximum and minimum acrea few who wanted to turn in
age which may be placed in the cember 1950 and has also served
too. $t is not a very good pracacreage reserve were announced in the Far East
tice to graze this Sudan pacture
Frost is a former employe of
Secretary Benson. Exceptions
before 18 inches high and in by
were
the
where
allotment
less
is
some cases 2 feet. If you haven't
than the specified acreage maxihad enough rain to settle the soil
minimum Basic crop
please wait before grazing. Cows mum or
acreages follow .
will pull the shallow rooted
Corn; the maximum is the
plants up and you will lose your
larger of half the corn base acregraze
don't
thing,
stand. Another
age, or 50 acres The minimum,
Sudan too closely When it is
percent of base. or 5 acres.
grazed down to 8 inches. if it 10
Wheat; maximum is the largis dry, let it have A chance to
er of half the allotment, or 50
grow back. In a few days it will
acres Minimum is the larger of
grow a foot . . . providing the
10 percent of allotment, or 5
it
make
to
there
plant food is
acres
moisgrow It also takes a little
Cotton; maximum is the largture, but ordinarily it does well
allotment, or 10
in dry weather if it is given a er of half the
acres. Minimum, 2 acres, or 10
Raab Ieau and again! You
chance early.
percent of allotment.
aan't mar tha matchless
Tobacco; maximum is the
beauty of this de has late:
-mall paint.
larger of half the allotment, or
-sakes. $
5 acres; minimum is larger of
'1 ).
7
.
(
11o
'all
ara. Easy
10 percent of allotment, or 1
In apply.Ons gallon
acre.
does the average
Rice: 50 acres. Minimum, 5
room a* malg
Nut %Li
acres.

antity, too!

:ost. Buy a

such is not the case. In most
sections the surplus rainfall
comes in the four winter months.
four summer or crop-growing
months.
Much has been said and heard
of conservation the past decade
and much is being done about it.
Conservation of water during
the rainy season, or holding it
on the land to be used during
the dry months to follow, is
one phase of conservation which
is destined to command a great
deal of attention in the years
ahead. Farmers are building
lakes and deep ponds to catch
and hold this water on their
land that they may have it for
irrigation during the summer
dry months to follow. By so doing they have insurance of good
crop yields and increased incomes.
To speed up the knowledge of

408 EDDINGS STREET

Peanuts; miximum, 10 acres,
or larger half of 10 percent of
allotment. Minimum is larger of
allotment for winter wheat and

Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 36
Church St

rt

kil
PAY MORE ?

REG.28.9 ETHYL 30•9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

Meet the Man
who tells a City's
fortune ..
:
Brit Armstrong uses no crystal ball. But he sees 5,
10 years ahead. He sees thousands of telephones
where today there are hundreds—or none. Brit is one
of many Southern Bell engineers who forecast community growth and plan telephone service to meet it
for you and your neighbors.
New phones don't just happen. The one you use
today is the result of planning years ago. Millions
of dollars' worth of equipment, buildings, lines and
cables must be engineered and built, long before
phones are installed, to fill the needs of a growing
community.
Brit Armstrong and some 66,000 other Southern
Bell folks have one aim: to bring you the kind of
service you want and need, now and in the years to
come.

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company

In

Door Prizes

Special Low Prices

SAT-SUN-MON-TOES-WED JUNE 30-JULY 4th
15 FREE
FREE!
DOOR PRIZES!

111

MINK,

SATURDAY MORNING 10 TO 11:45 AM
"UVE" RADIO

(Nothing to buy: just come in and register anytime
during our five big "Grand Opening" days!)
1st prize
2nd prize
3rd prize
4th prize
5th prize ,
6th prize
7th prize

BROADCAST

21-inch TV set
670x15 Gillette President Tire
set of "Snow-White Sidewalls
Southern Auto Battery

This big set will be awarded on July 4th to some

DIRECT FROM OUR NEW STATION!

C-4 Fram oil filters
5 gallons Ethyl gas
5 gallons regular gas
Dupont "7" polish

happy person. Come in NOW and register FREE
on this set. You may be the winner!

Bumper Jack
Case 10W-30 Super Conoco Oil
Case Super conoco oil

8th, 9th prizes
10th, 11 prizes
12th, 13th, 14th prizes
15th prize

21-INCH TELEVISION
Drawing at 4:00 p. m. Wednesday July 4th

Come and hear these featured WFUL artists:

TI
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Jim Ferguson, Master of Ceremonies *
NANCY ADAMS

and her ukelele

ROBERT AND GLADYS
VERNON SPRAGGS
Remember the time:

"The Kentucky Pals"
and the "Midnight Aces"

FREE !FOR ALL Of THE KIDDIES!
DOUBLE BUM!GUM ---- BALLOONS
ALL FIVE OPENING DAYS!

10:00 a. m. to 11:45 a. m.

,1.
any
play
yen

18 PUMPS
LargestStation in5States
II ETHYL

111 REGULAR
111 DIESEL
III KEROSENE
II LP GAS

GILLETTE TIRES
•

i CONOCO MOTOR OILS
24-HOUR SERVICE
TRUCKERS WELCOME

-:-Owned and Operated by J. L. Grooms-:-

SUPER

DUPER)
1 113[111[

PE
FULTON, KY.
Us 5145 BY-PASS TIOICE HIGHLANDS
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